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北半球 Tibet ASg実験による重要な成果
• sub-PeVガンマ線の世界初検出 (Crab Nebula)

– UHEガンマ線天文学の開拓
• PeVatronの有力候補の発見 (G106.3+2.7)

– 超新星残骸におけるPeV宇宙線加速
• sub-PeV銀河面拡散ガンマ線の世界初検出

– 銀河系内にPeVatronが存在する証拠
• Knee領域宇宙線スペクトル／化学組成の測定

– ハドロン相互作用モデルに依存しない測定
• TeV-PeV領域の宇宙線異方性の精密測定

– 太陽圏とその近傍における宇宙線の流れの研究
• “太陽の影”と太陽活動周期の相関の発見とその応用

– 太陽近傍の磁場構造の検証と宇宙天気予測の応用研究
• “月の影”を用いた宇宙線の絶対エネルギー較正の開発

– 地磁気を利用した世界初の宇宙線エネルギーの較正
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ü Tibet ASg実験が100 TeV以上のエネルギー窓を拓いた
ü 北天において十数個のUHEガンマ線源を発見(Tibet ASg, HAWC, LHAASO)
à南半球のUHEガンマ線観測拠点が必要！

UHEガンマ線天文学 (E > 100 TeV)UHEガンマ線天文学 E > 100 TeV (ICRC2021)

100MeV-100GeV
100GeV-100TeV



UHE拡散ガンマ線

à南半球での観測

銀河系中心銀河面
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by the observed spectral index of galactic di!use gamma
rays in 0.1 < E < 100 GeV. This kind of scenario was
also discussed elsewhere [24]. Both models can repro-
duce the observed flux and spatial distribution of arrival
directions by Fermi -LAT in the GeV energy region. The
predicted gamma-ray spectrum above 1 GeV is also dom-
inated by the contribution from the hadronic interaction
between the interstellar matter and cosmic rays. It was
concluded that the contribution to the di!use gamma
rays from the IC scattering and bremsstrahlung by rel-
ativistic electrons is less than 5% compared with the
hadronic process above 100 TeV, considering the steep
electron and positron spectra with p = !3.8 measured
by HESS [25], DAMPE [26] and CALET [27]. Another
model [28] showed the IC scattering contribution in the
low galactic latitude is negligible above 20 TeV.

Gray histograms in Fig. 2 show the prediction of the
space-independent model [8]. It is seen that the distri-
bution in (a)(b) is overall consistent with the model pre-
diction. The distribution in (c) observed in 398 < E <
1000 TeV looks broader than that in (a)(b), but it is
also statistically consistent with the prediction rebinned
in every 5! of the galactic latitude (b).

Figure 4 shows the observed di!erential energy spec-
tra of di!use gamma rays, compared with the model
predictions by Lipari and Vernetto [8] in which gamma-
ray spectra are calculated in (a) 25! < l < 100! and
(b) 50! < l < 200! along the galactic plane, each in
|b| < 5!. The measured fluxes by the Tibet AS+MD
array are summarized in Table S2 of the Supplemen-
tal Material [37]. These fluxes are obtained after sub-
tracting events within 0.5! from the known TeV sources
and the systematic error of the observed flux is approx-
imately 30% due to the uncertainty of absolute energy-
scale [21]. We corrected time variation of detector gain
at each detector based on the single particle measure-
ment for each run. The time variation of gamma-ray like
excess above 100 TeV in |b| < 5! is stable within ap-
proximately 10%. It is seen that the measured fluxes by
the Tibet AS+MD array are compatible with both the
space-independent and space-dependent models based on
the hadronic scenario. As a leptonic model, it is pro-
posed that gamma-ray halos induced by the relativistic
electrons and positrons from pulsars explain the galactic
di!use gamma rays above 500 GeV [29]. However, the
gamma-ray flux predicted by this model has an exponen-
tial cuto! well below 100 TeV, and is inconsistent with
the observation by Tibet AS+MD array (see Fig. 4(a)).

The observed flux in the highest energy bin in 398 <
E < 1000 TeV looks higher than the model predic-
tion, but it is not inconsistent with the model when the
statistical and systematic errors are considered. Above
398 TeV, the total number of observed events is 10 in each
of 25! < l < 100! and 50! < l < 200!, which includes
the Cygnus region around l = 80!. Interestingly, 4 out of
10 events are detected within 4! from the center of the
Cygnus cocoon, which is claimed as an extended gamma-
ray source by the ARGO-YBJ [30] and also proposed as
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FIG. 4. Di!erential energy spectra of the di!use gamma
rays from the galactic plane in the regions of (a) |b| < 5!,
25! < l < 100! and (b) |b| < 5!, 50! < l < 200!, respectively.
The solid circles show the observed flux after excluding the
contribution from the known TeV sources listed in the TeV
gamma-ray catalog [9], while the solid and dashed curves dis-
play the predicted energy spectra by the space-independent
and space-dependent models by Lipari and Vernetto [8], re-
spectively (see text). The dotted curve in panel (a) shows
the flux predicted by a leptonic model [29] in which gamma
rays are induced by relativistic electrons and positrons from
pulsars. Solid squares in panel (a) and triangles with arrows
in panel (b) indicate the flux measured by ARGO-YBJ [17]
and the flux upper limit by the CASA-MIA experiment [18],
respectively. The error bar shows 1! statistical error.

a strong candidate of the PeVatrons [31], but not taken
into account in the model [8]. If these 4 events are sim-
ply excluded, the observed flux at the highest energy in
Fig. 4 better agrees with model predictions.

The high-energy astrophysical neutrinos are also a
good probe of the spectrum and spatial distribution of
PeV cosmic rays in the Galaxy [32, 33]. According to
Lipari and Vernetto [8], the di!use gamma-ray/neutrino
fluxes predicted near the galactic center (|l| < 30!) by
the space-dependent model are more than 5 times higher
than that predicted by the space-independent model
in 100 TeV < E < 10 PeV. Therefore, the gamma-
ray/neutrino observations in the southern hemisphere
will also play important roles to understand or con-
strain the spatial distribution of PeV cosmic rays in the
Galaxy. Probing PeV di!use gamma rays/neutrinos from
the large-scale structures, such the Fermi-bubble [34] and
the possible dark matter halo in the Galaxy [35, 36], will
be also interesting.

宇宙線 + 星間物質
à X’s + p± + p 0 à 2g Tibet (0.1-1PeV)

Energy (TeV)

ü 銀河系内の宇宙線の起源
ü 銀河系宇宙線の伝搬
ü 銀河系ハローの宇宙線分布

親の宇宙線の
約10%のエネルギー

>400 TeV

Harder
at G.C.

Same spectrum
in our Galaxy

à 銀河系内の
エネルギー限界

Amenomori et al, PRL (2021)
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258 m   Muon Detector  x  (16+48)  (3,700 m  )2

1 m   AS Detector  x  (97+304)  (82,800 m  )

Ver.1.0

2

M. Ohnishi

300m

ALPACA実験 (南米ボリビア 標高4740m)
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1. 空気シャワーアレイ ~83,000m2

= 401 x 1m2シンチ検出器

2. 地下水チェレンコフ型
ミューオン検出器~3700m2

地下 ~2 m(~16X0) 
= 58m2 with 20”f PMT  x 64セル

ü ガンマ線起源の空気シャワーはミューオンが少ないことを利用
バックグランド原子核宇宙線の除去率 >99.9% @100TeV.

ü 広視野(~2sr)で昼夜問わず24時間観測可能
角度分解能 ~0.2° @100TeV   エネルギー分解能 ~20%@100TeV
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*Based on MC Simulation
For the Tibet AS+MD

*

Tibet AS+MD(北天)

10TeV-1000TeVにおいて
銀河系中心やHESS天体の観測
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*Based on MC Simulation
For the Tibet AS+MD

*

Tibet AS+MD(北天)

10TeV-1000TeVにおいて
銀河系中心やHESS天体の観測



30 m spacing AS array
Area 1,011,600 m2

# of det. 1185

15 m spacing AS array
Area 82,800 m2

# of det. 313 
(Additional to 15 m spacing)

# of total det. 1185 + 313 = 1498

Muon Detector (MD) Array
900 m2 (16 Cells) x 60 
= 54,000 m2

# of cells 960

Mega ALPACA
検出器配置

1 km

1 
km

1 km2 Array + MD

ALPACA



Site?

⌾Detailed 
characterisa
tion work 
started
→ Shortlist 

by end 
2020

13Chajnantor region, Chile

Laguna Sibinacocha, Peru 4.9 km

ALPACA site
near Mt Chacaltaya, Bolivia 4.7 km

5.0 kmChajnantor region, Chile

CUBIC site, Salta, ArgenFna 4.8 km

e.g.

実験サイト
• まだ決まっていない
• Bolivia Patacamaya? (Lat. =16oS)
– UMSA 所有の広い土地がある

• もっと南へ行きたい

10

SWGO
Site Survey

Lat. =16oS

Lat. =23oS

Lat. =25oS

Lat. =15oS
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Sensitivity to Gamma-Ray Sources
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LHAASO 1-year (North)

HAWC 1-year (North)
H.E.S.S. 50-hours (South)

CTA 50-hours (South)
Full ALPACA 1-year (South)

Mega ALPACA 1-year (South)

Mega-ALPACA
ALPACA

CTA

H.E.S.S.

Galactic Center

Lars Mohrmann (lars.mohrmann@fau.de), 
Andreas Specovius, Romed Rauth, Stefan Ohm, 
Christopher van Eldik for the H.E.S.S. Collaboration

The young massive stellar cluster 
Westerlund 1 in  rays as seen 
with H.E.S.S.

!

37th International Cosmic Ray Conference (ICRC2021)

Discussion session: Thursday, July 15, 18:00 (room 04)

高解像度望遠鏡 広視野・連続観測
粒子検出器アレイ



VHE-UHE Gamma-ray Attenuation

12

Only isotropic CMB

銀河系内および銀河系近傍の宇宙の観測

g g à e+ e- (Pair Production) 



Mega-ALPACA 科学目標
• 銀河系内のPeV宇宙線起源(ペバトロン)のカタログ

(銀河中心領域、星形成領域、超新星残骸 …）
• 銀河面からのPeV領域拡散ガンマ線の詳細観測

à高エネルギー銀河宇宙線の起源・伝搬・加速機構の解明へ

• 近傍スターバースト銀河の宇宙線加速の証拠発見
• 銀河系外宇宙線起源の背景ガンマ線観測
• 銀河ハロー超重ダークマターの探索
• 太陽圏とその近傍における宇宙線の流れの解明
• 宇宙線を利用した太陽近傍磁場の構造解析
• 宇宙線を用いた宇宙天気予測の実用化

13



南天における観測対象
• 銀河系内のペバトロン候補

– Westerlund 1 (Massive star cluster)
– 銀河系中心領域 (Central molecular zone)
– H.E.S.S. 天体 (UNID, SNR, PWN…)

• 銀河面からの拡散ガンマ線
• 銀河系中心ダークマターハロー
• 近傍銀河天体(スターバースト銀河)

– Cen A, NGC 253, LMC
• 宇宙線異方性の精密観測
• “太陽の影”による宇宙天気予測
※但し、高密アレイが必要 +3000SDs

14



Westerlund 1 (Massive Star Cluster) 
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ü Distance 3.9kpc

ü Age 3.5 – 5 Myr

ü Good PeVatron candidate

ü Diffuse GeV emission

Lars Mohrmann (lars.mohrmann@fau.de)  —  Westerlund 1 with H.E.S.S.  —  ICRC 2021  

■ Above 0.37 TeV 

■ Strong emission from 
nearby HESS sources 

■ Largely extended 
emission around 
Westerlund 1 
(“HESS J1646–458”) 

■ Source morphology 
very complex 

■ Emission does not 
peak at stellar cluster 
position!
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Lars Mohrmann (lars.mohrmann@fau.de)  —  Westerlund 1 with H.E.S.S.  —  ICRC 2021  

■ Above 4.9 TeV 

■ Two bright “hot spots”, 
but also emission 
elsewhere 

■ One hot spot close 
to positions of two 
energetic pulsars
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Westerlund 1
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Galactic Center 
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ü Distance 8 kpc

ü Diffuse component

ü Good PeVatron candidate

ü Maximum proton energy?

Abramowski+ (H.E.S.S.), Nature (2016) 
“Acceleration of petaelectronvolt protons in the Galactic Centre”

0 0  M O N T H  2 0 1 6  |  V O L  0 0 0  |  N A T U R E  |  1

LETTER
doi:10.1038/nature17147

Acceleration of petaelectronvolt protons in the 
Galactic Centre
HESS Collaboration*

Galactic cosmic rays reach energies of at least a few petaelectronvolts1 
(of the order of 1015 electronvolts). This implies that our Galaxy 
contains petaelectronvolt accelerators (‘PeVatrons’), but all proposed 
models of Galactic cosmic-ray accelerators encounter difficulties 
at exactly these energies2. Dozens of Galactic accelerators capable 
of accelerating particles to energies of tens of teraelectronvolts  
(of the order of 1013 electronvolts) were inferred from recent !-ray 
observations3. However, none of the currently known accelerators—
not even the handful of shell-type supernova remnants commonly 
believed to supply most Galactic cosmic rays—has shown the 
characteristic tracers of petaelectronvolt particles, namely, power-
law spectra of !-rays extending without a cut-off or a spectral break 
to tens of teraelectronvolts4. Here we report deep !-ray observations 
with arcminute angular resolution of the region surrounding the 
Galactic Centre, which show the expected tracer of the presence 
of petaelectronvolt protons within the central 10 parsecs of the 
Galaxy. We propose that the supermassive black hole Sagittarius  
A* is linked to this PeVatron. Sagittarius A* went through active 
phases in the past, as demonstrated by X-ray outbursts5 and an 
outflow from the Galactic Centre6. Although its current rate of 
particle acceleration is not sufficient to provide a substantial 
contribution to Galactic cosmic rays, Sagittarius A* could have 
plausibly been more active over the last 106–107 years, and therefore 
should be considered as a viable alternative to supernova remnants 
as a source of petaelectronvolt Galactic cosmic rays.

The large photon statistics accumulated over the last 10 years of 
observations with the High Energy Stereoscopic System (HESS), 
together with improvements in the methods of data analysis, allow for 
a deep study of the properties of the diffuse very-high-energy (VHE; 

*Lists of participants and their affiliations appear at the end of the paper.

more than 100 GeV) emission of the central molecular zone. This region 
surrounding the Galactic Centre contains predominantly molecular gas 
and extends (in projection) out to radius r !  250 pc at positive Galactic 
longitudes and r !  150 pc at negative longitudes. The map of the central 
molecular zone as seen in VHE " -rays (Fig. 1) shows a strong (although 
not linear; see below) correlation between the brightness distribution 
of VHE " -rays and the locations of massive gas-rich complexes. This 
points towards a hadronic origin of the diffuse emission7, where the  
" -rays result from the interactions of relativistic protons with the ambi-
ent gas. The other important channel of production of VHE " -rays is 
the inverse Compton (IC) scattering of electrons. However, the severe 
radiative losses suffered by multi-TeV electrons in the Galactic Centre 
region prevent them from propagating over scales comparable to the 
size of the central molecular zone, thus disfavouring a leptonic origin of 
the " -rays (see discussion in Methods and Extended Data Figs 1 and 2).

The location and the particle injection rate history of the cosmic-ray 
accelerator(s) responsible for the relativistic protons determine the 
spatial distribution of these cosmic rays which, together with the gas 
distribution, shape the morphology of the central molecular zone 
seen in VHE " -rays. Figure 2 shows the radial profile of the E #  10 TeV 
cosmic-ray energy density wCR up to r !  200 pc (for a Galactic Centre 
distance of 8.5 kpc), determined from the " -ray luminosity and the 
amount of target gas (see Extended Data Tables 1 and 2). This high 
energy density in the central molecular zone is found to be an order of 
magnitude larger than that of the ‘sea’ of cosmic rays that universally 
fills the Galaxy, while the energy density of low energy (GeV) cosmic 
rays in this region has a level comparable to it8. This requires the pres-
ence of one or more accelerators of multi-TeV particles operating in 
the central molecular zone.
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source in the Galactic center as a function of the gamma ray
energy. In the figure the probability is shown together with
the contributions from the different components of the
radiation field. Most of the absorption is due to the CMBR
and to the thermal emission from the dust (with wavelength
!! 50 "m). The other components of the ISRF give
smaller contributions that are visible in the inset of the
figure. The survival probability has a deeper minimum
Psurv " 0.30 for E# " 2.2 PeV that is due to the CMBR,
and a second minimum at E# " 150 TeV. This structure
can be understood from the fact that the dominant sources
of gamma ray absorption are the CMBR and the infrared
emission that have spectra in different regions of $. The
other components of the radiation give small corrections to
the absorption, indicating that the approximate treatments
of the starlight and line emissions from dust do not
introduce significant errors. The contribution of the EBL
is a correction of order !P" 0.5% for a gamma ray energy
E# " 150 TeV, where its effects are most important.
Recently deep gamma ray observations by the

Cherenkov telescope H.E.S.S. [39] in an annulus around
the Galactic center region have shown a spectrum that
extends as a power law up to energies of tens of TeV
without indications of a break of cutoff, strongly suggesting
the existence of a proton “PeVatron” in the central 10 pc of
our Galaxy, probably associated to the supermassive black
hole Sagittarius (Sgr) A*. The study of this source with
very high energy (E# ! 30 TeV) gamma rays is clearly a
crucial test, and a precise description of the absorption
effects is necessary. The study of the GC with neutrinos is
also of great interest (see for example [40]).

Gamma rays coming from different directions and
distances have similar absorption patterns, with the maxi-
mum attenuation due to CMBR at E# " 2.2 PeV, and a
secondary absorption peak at E# " 150 TeV due to the

infrared light, that produces a “shoulder” in the total
absorption spectrum. The amount of the two effects and
their relative contributions depend on the gamma ray path.
Figure 13 shows the survival probability for three

different source positions: the Galactic center, the points
P1 (x ! 0, y ! 20 kpc, z ! 0) and P2 (x ! 20 kpc, y ! 0,
z ! 0) (for the coordinate definition, see the inset of the
figure). The infrared absorption is maximum when the
gamma rays arrive from P1, crossing the Galactic center.
Gamma rays arriving from P2 do not pass close to the GC
and the absorption effects due to infrared radiation are
smaller.
Figure 14 shows the gamma ray survival probability for

different directions in the Galactic equatorial plane, as a
function of the source distance, for gamma ray energies
E# ! 150 TeV and 2 PeV. The absorption of gamma ray

with E# ! 2 PeV is mostly due to the homogeneous

CMBR, and is therefore to a good approximation inde-
pendent from the photon trajectory and described by a
simple exponential. Gamma rays of 150 TeV are mostly
absorbed by the infrared light, and for a fixed source
distance, the absorption probability has a strong depend-
ence on the gamma ray path in the Galaxy, with the
attenuation largest for trajectories that cross the Galactic
center.
The dependence of the absorption effect on the direction

of the gamma ray path is also strong for lines of sight that
go out of the Galactic plane (b ! 0), as the density of
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9. HESS J1828�099 is a new HGPS source described in
Sect. 5.6.8.

10. HESS J1832�085 is also a new HGPS source, described in
Sect. 5.6.9.

11. HESS J1858+020 has an association with the HE �-ray
source 3FGL J1857.9+0210 and is close to, but offset from,
SNR G35.6�0.4. A dedicated study (Paredes et al. 2014)
did not find any compelling X-ray counterpart, although
multiple possible scenarios were investigated, including CR-
illuminated molecular clouds.

5.1.3. Firmly identified HGPS sources

In this section, we go one step further and treat those HGPS
sources for which the physical origin of the VHE �-ray emis-
sion has been firmly identified. Whereas the association cri-
teria were principally based on positional evidence (angular
offset), we also perform a census of the additional evidence
that is available to reinforce spatial associations and arrive at
firm identifications. The supplementary observables we consider
are correlated MWL variability, matching MWL morphology,
and energy-dependent �-ray morphology (Hinton & Hofmann
2009). Table 3 summarizes the results, along with the respective
references for the additional evidence. Among the 78
sources in the HGPS region, we determine 31 to be firmly
identified.

Firm identifications rely on different forms of evidence that
vary depending on the source class. The VHE �-ray emission
from compact binary systems is always point-like and should
exhibit variability that is also seen at lower energies. In contrast,
the VHE emission from shell-type SNRs is extended (provided
the SNR is sufficiently large and close) and nonvariable, but
can be identified based on the specific shell morphology and
correlated morphology at lower energies.

Composite SNRs have both a shell and an interior PWN
detected at lower energies and can be more complex to identify
correctly. If the angular size of the shell emission is larger than
the size of the VHE emission, we can identify the VHE emis-
sion as coming from the PWN filling the SNR. This is the case,
for example, for HESS J1747�281 (PWN in SNR G0.9+0.1) and
HESS J1554�550 (PWN in SNR G327.1�1.1). In other cases,
we are only able to identify the HGPS source with the com-
posite SNR as a whole, i.e., we are confident that the VHE
emission originates in the composite object but cannot disentan-
gle whether it comes predominantly from the PWN or the shell
(usually due to PSF limitations).

More evolved stellar remnant systems are difficult to iden-
tify firmly. We can make a firm PWN identification when
there is a PWN of comparable size and compatible position
detected at lower energies. This is the case, for example, for
HESS J1420�607 (PWN G313.54+0.23) and HESS J1356�645
(PWN G309.92�2.51). In the absence of any clear PWN, or
when its size at lower energies is much smaller than the VHE
source, we have to rely on other evidence. The clearest such
evidence is the detection of energy-dependent morphology,
expected in PWNe because of the cooling of energetic electrons
as they are transported away from the pulsar. At higher energies,
the extent of the emission shrinks and its barycenter moves
closer to the pulsar. This is the case for two sources thus far,
HESS J1303�631 (PWN G304.10�0.24) and HESS J1825�137
(PWN G18.00�0.69). In the absence of such evidence, the iden-
tification of a VHE source as a PWN remains tentative when

Fig. 10. Source identification summary pie chart. See Table 3 and
Sect. 5.1.3.

the only evidence is an energetic pulsar in the vicinity. Candi-
date PWN identifications are evaluated in detail in a companion
paper (H.E.S.S. Collaboration 2018e).

A large percentage (39%) of the 31 firmly identified sources
are PWNe. The next largest source classes identified are SNR
shells (26%) and composite SNRs (26%). Finally, �-ray binary
systems are also identified in the HGPS. It is not yet possi-
ble to identify firmly more than half of the total 78 HGPS
sources with the conservative criteria we adopted, although the
vast majority have one or more promising spatial associations
that could prove to be real identifications following more in-
depth studies beyond the scope of this work. We do not find
any physical associations for 11 of the VHE sources in the
HGPS, although for some of these, potentially related emis-
sion is seen in HE �-rays, and for others, offset counterparts are
present but simply not found by the automated association proce-
dure adopted (see previous section). Figure 10 summarizes these
identifications.

We note that one source in HGPS, HESS J1943+213, is likely
an extragalactic object. It has no measured extension and a radio
counterpart that many recent studies tend to classify as a BL-
Lac object (Peter et al. 2014; Straal et al. 2016; Akiyama et al.
2016). However, its VHE flux has not revealed any variability so
far, which is unusual for such an object (Shahinyan & VERITAS
Collaboration 2017).

5.2. Large-scale emission

In Sect. 4.6, we introduced an empirical spatial model to account
for the large-scale VHE �-ray emission we observed along the
Galactic plane to detect and characterize accurately the discrete
VHE �-ray sources. This model provides an estimate of the
spatial distribution of the large-scale VHE emission discovered
by Abramowski et al. (2014a). We find that the fit amplitude, lat-
itudinal width, and position of this model, shown on Fig. 6, are
consistent with the latitude profile of that previous work. The
width is also comparable to the HGPS source latitude distribu-
tion (Fig. 11, ff.) but smaller than that of molecular gas traced by
CO emission (Dame et al. 2001).

Owing to the observational constraints and analysis used, the
large-scale emission model cannot be considered a measurement
of the total Galactic diffuse emission. The large-scale emission
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for decaying VHDMwe checked that our basic conclusions
are not altered for more cored profiles. Predictions for the
diffuse !-ray intensity and single source fluxes should be
very similar, since their normalization is fixed by the
diffuse neutrino intensity. The VHDM lifetime "dm !
"dm;27.510

27.5 s is a model parameter to be constrained,
and R# !R#"E## is the energy-dependent function con-
verting the bolometric flux to the differential flux at E#,
which depends on final states (e.g., Ref. [56]). Assuming
that all decay products are Standard Model particles, for
demonstration, we consider several models proposed by
Refs. [36,39,41]. Following Refs. [57,58], with electro-
weak corrections, the final state spectra obtained from
10 TeV to 100 TeV masses are extrapolated to PeV masses.
Our choice of VHDMmodels is such that they include both
hard and soft spectra, so our results can be viewed as
reasonably model independent [25,29].
In Figs. 1 and 2, we show examples of the viable VHDM

scenario for diffuse PeV neutrinos observed in IceCube.
Using the ES13 model [36], where the VHDMmassmdm !
3.2 PeV is used, we consider DM ! #e#̄e and DM ! qq̄
with 12% and 88% branching fractions, respectively.
Although a bit larger masses are favored to explain the
2 PeV event, one can easily choose parameters accounting
for the observed data. In the RKP14 model [41], the
Majorana mass term is introduced in the Lagrangian, which
may lead to metastable VHDMdecaying into a neutrino and
Higgs boson. Reference [39] suggested another interesting
scenario, where the lightest right-handed neutrinos consti-
tute dark matter with mdm ! O"1# PeV. We also consider

this model for mdm ! 2.4 PeV, assuming branching frac-
tionsDM ! l$W"!DM ! #Z!DM ! #h " 2!1!1, where
the neutrino spectral shape turns out to be similar to that of
Ref. [41] (see Fig. 2). As in the latter two models, spectra
may be more prominently peaked at some energy, and
VHDM does not have to explain all the data.
!-ray limits.—Standard Model final states from decaying

or annihilating VHDM lead to ! rays as well as neutrinos. If
final states involve quarks, gluons, and Higgs bosons,
neutrinos largely come from mesons formed via hadroni-
zation, and ! rays are produced. A spectral bump is
produced by two-body final states such as #h and/or weak
bosons via leptonic decay into a neutrino and charged
lepton. Electroweak bremsstrahlung is relevant even for
possible decay into neutrino pairs. In extragalactic cases,
the fact that the diffuse neutrino and !-ray intensities are
comparable gives us generic limits [9,50,51]. In Galactic
cases, ! rays below #0.3 PeV can reach the Earth without
significant attenuation, air-shower arrays such as
KASCADE [59] and CASA-MIA [60] as well as Fermi
[61] provide us with interesting constraints [19,62].
We numerically calculate the diffuse !-ray background,

including both extragalactic and Galactic components.
Thanks to the electron-positron pair creation, sufficiently
high-energy ! rays are attenuated by the extragalactic
background light and cosmic microwave background.
Then, the pairs regenerate ! rays via the inverse-
Compton and synchrotron emission. For an extragalactic
component, we calculate electromagnetic cascades by
solving Boltzmann equations. The resulting spectrum is
known to be near-universal, following a Comptonized E$2

power law in the 0.03–100 GeV range [53]. For a Galactic
component, it is straightforward to calculate primary ! rays
that directly come from VHDM. The !-ray attenuation is
approximately included by assuming the typical distance of
Rsc, which gives reasonable results [19]. Extragalactic
cascaded ! rays (including attenuated and cascade

FIG. 1 (color online). Diffuse all-flavor neutrino and !-ray
intensities expected in the VHDM scenario. The ES13 model is
assumed with "dm ! 3.0 ! 1027 s. The total (thick dashed line)
and extragalactic (thin dashed line) contributions to the cumu-
lative neutrino background are shown with the observed data. The
expected !-ray background is also shown (thick solid) with the
latest Fermi data. We also show contributions of extragalactic
cascaded ! rays and direct ! rays from Galactic VHDM, which
are not affected by uncertainty of Galactic magnetic fields.
KASCADE and CASA-MIA !-ray limits are indicated.

FIG. 2 (color online). The same as Fig. 1, but for the RKP14
model with "dm ! 3.5 ! 1027 s.
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Only isotropic CMB

銀河系内および銀河系近傍の宇宙の観測

g g à e+ e- (Pair Production) 
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The best-fit parameters of the elliptical Gaussian are given in Table!1. 
The position angle of the semi-major axis is compatible with that of the 
radio and X-ray jets18,30.

This is further illustrated in Fig.! 1. The Gaussian width of the 
semi-major axis !maj, together with the obtained ellipticity "!=!1!"!!min/!maj 
(where !min is the semi-minor axis) denotes the 39% containment of 
measured #-rays from Centaurus A. The position of the best-fit model 
using J2000 coordinates is right ascension (RA) 13!h 25!min 30.3!s!±!
(1.4!s)stat!±!(1.8!s)sys, declination (dec.) "43°!00$!15%!±!(15%)stat!±!(20%)sys  
(systematic pointing errors taken from ref. 31). This corresponds to a 
slight, insignificant offset (<2!s.d.) of approximately 60% northeast 
from the position of the galaxy core32.

The physical extension of the semi-major axis of the best-fit elliptical 
Gaussian exceeds 2.2!kpc, implying that a major part of the VHE emis-
sion arises on large scales, far away from the black hole. The derived 
alignment with the jet direction and the known spectral characteristics 
are in line with models where the VHE emission originates from inverse 
Compton (IC) up-scattering of low-energy photons by very energetic 
electrons accelerated along the jet33–35. Figure!2 shows a reproduction 
of the spectral energy distribution (SED) from radio to #-ray energies 

for jet scales close to 2.2!kpc (see!Methods section ‘Theoretical mod-
elling’ for details). The IC emission on these scales is dominated by 
up-scattering of infrared photons emitted by dust, with the scattering 
occurring predominantly in the Thomson regime. Note that the consid-
ered large-scale model is not intended to reproduce the high-energy 
emission below a few GeV, as this part of the SED is usually attributed 
to emission from the core.

Regardless of specific details, the observed VHE extension pro-
vides the first direct evidence for the presence of ultrarelativistic 
electrons with Lorentz factors # of about 107"108 within an extraga-
lactic large-scale jet (see!Methods and Extended Data Fig.!3 for details). 
Assuming a synchrotron origin, the inferred X-ray spectral slope trans-
lates into a photon index of about 2.4, which is close to that derived 
from Chandra observations (2.29!±!0.05 and 2.44!±!0.07 for the inner 
and middle region, respectively)36. The results thus substantiate the 
synchrotron interpretation of the X-ray emission seen in the large-scale 
jet of Centaurus A, which was originally motivated largely by similarities 
between the radio and X-ray morphologies2,18. Given that the synchro-
tron lifetimes of these extremely energetic electrons can be as low as 
a few hundred years—that is, considerably less than the travel time 
down the jet which is of the order of thousands of years—the detec-
tion of extended X-ray emission on kiloparsec scales related to syn-
chrotron emission requires the operation of an efficient, extended or 
distributed (re)acceleration mechanism far away from the black hole, 

Table 1 | Best-!it parameters of the elliptical Gaussian model

Parameter Value Statistical error

!maj (°) 0.041 0.006

!min (°) <0.013 NA

Ellipticity, " 0.92 +0.08, !0.23

Position angle, # (°) 43.4 +7.7, !7.2

The width of the semi-major axis !maj has a position angle #, measured anticlockwise from 
north. NA, not applicable.
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Fig. 1 | Multiwavelength image of Centaurus A. The colour map represents 
the radio surface brightness (21!cm wavelength) VLA map of Centaurus A39, 
after convolution with the H.E.S.S. PSF and an additional oversampling with a 
radius of 0.05°. Contours of the unconvolved VLA map, with levels adjusted to 
highlight the core (corresponding to 4!Jy per beam) as well as the 
kiloparsec-scale jet (0.5!Jy per beam), are drawn in black. The VHE #-ray 
morphology of Centaurus A is represented by a white dashed contour which is 
derived from the 5! excess significance level of the H.E.S.S. sky map, also after 
oversampling with a radius of 0.05°. The result of the best fit of an elliptical 
Gaussian to the H.E.S.S. measurement is shown in blue by its 1! contour, which 
corresponds to a model containment fraction of 39%. The 1! statistical 
uncertainties of the fitted position are drawn as black arrows, and the 
estimated pointing uncertainties with a red circle. The dashed green line 
denotes the 68% containment contour of the H.E.S.S. PSF.
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Fig. 2 | Spectral energy distribution of Centaurus A. Shown are the observed 
and modelled spectral energy distribution (SED) from radio to #-ray energies 
for the inner, kiloparsec-scale jet of Centaurus A. The VHE emission is 
dominated by relativistic electrons with Lorentz factor #!&!107 inverse Compton 
(IC) up-scattering dust photons to high energies (solid blue curve, ‘IC total’). 
This emission from the kiloparsec-scale jet makes a major contribution to the 
unexpected spectral hardening above a few GeV as seen by Fermi-LAT (red 
points)16. The lower-energy part of the #-ray spectrum (red points) is attributed 
to emission from the core (grey dashed line referring to a core model fit16). The 
green curve (‘Sync.’) designates the synchrotron emission of the inferred 
broken power-law electron distribution in a magnetic field of characteristic 
strength B!=!23!µG. The blue ‘butterfly’ corresponds to the H.E.S.S. spectra, 
while green data points mark radio, infrared and X-ray measurements and 
reported uncertainties (error bars) from the inner region of the Centaurus A jet 
(see!Methods section ‘Theoretical modelling’). A breakdown is provided of the 
full IC contribution, from the scattering of: the cosmic microwave background 
(CMB), the starlight emission of the host galaxy, infrared emission from dust, 
and the low-energy synchrotron jet emission (synchrotron self Compton, SSC). 
Data are from refs. 16,36; see!Methods section ‘Theoretical modelling’ for further 
details.
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Fig. 2. Leptohadronic fit of the MW core emission of Cen A using the
parameter sets shown in Table 3. Models 1 and 2 are shown with dot-
ted and dashed-dotted lines, respectively. For comparison, the one-zone
SSC fit shown in Fig. 1 is overplotted with a solid line. All other sym-
bols are the same as in Fig. 1.

– protons: synchrotron radiation, photo-pair (Bethe-Heitler
pair production), and photo-pion interactions;

– neutrons: photo-pion interactions, decay into protons;
– photons: photon-photon absorption, synchrotron self-

absorption;
– neutrinos: no interactions.

Photohadronic interactions are modelled using the results of
Monte Carlo simulations. In particular, for Bethe-Heitler pair
production the Monte Carlo results by Protheroe & Johnson
(1996) were used (see also Mastichiadis et al. 2005). Photo-pion
interactions were incorporated in the time-dependent code by
using the results of the Monte Carlo event generator SOPHIA
(Mücke et al. 2000).

4.1. Photon emission

As a starting template for the parameters describing the primary
leptonic component, we first used the one presented in Table 2.
We then added five more parameters that describe the relativistic
proton component in order to fit the HE/VHE emission; we refer
to this as Model 1. The main di!erence between Models 1 and 2
is the value of the Doppler factor, which is assumed to be higher
in the second model. Subsequently, as already stated in point (4)
of the previous section, this a!ects the values of other parame-
ters such as the electron injection luminosity. The parameters we
used for our model SEDs shown in Fig. 2 are listed in Table 3.
In general, the addition of a relativistic proton component suc-
cessfully explains the HE emission detected by the Fermi satel-
lite in both of our models. However, the TeV emission detected
by H.E.S.S. can be satisfactorily explained only by Model 2. A
zoom in the !-ray energy range of the SED along with the model
spectra is shown in Fig. 3. In what follows, we will first discuss
the common features of Models 1 and 2 and, then, we will com-
ment on their di!erences.

In both models, !-ray emission is attributed to the syn-
chrotron radiation from secondary electrons produced via Bethe-
Heitler pair production and photopion interactions and to the "0

decay. The hardening of the spectrum at E ! 0.4 GeV, in both
cases, is caused by photon-photon absorption. This also explains

Table 3. Parameter values used for our model SED shown in Fig. 2.

Parameter Model 1 Model 2

R (cm) 4 " 1015 2.2 " 1015

B (G) 6 3.5
tcr 1.3 " 105 s 7.3 " 104 s
# 1 2
" 7 7
$ 35# 20#

te,esc/tcr 1 4
!e,min 1.3 " 103 1.3 " 103

!e,max 106 106

pe 4.3 4.5
%inj

e 6.3 " 10$3 7.9 " 10$4

tp,esc/tcr 1 5
!p,min 2 " 107 2 " 107

!p,max
a 1.8 " 109 1.8 " 109

pp 4.3 4.5
%inj

p 4 " 10$6 7.9 " 10$7

ur (erg/cm3)b 12.3 2.6
ue (erg/cm3) 1.9 2.3
up (erg/cm3) 6.8 15.4
uB (erg/cm3) 1.4 0.5

Linj
e (erg/s)c 1.2 " 1043 1.3 " 1043

Linj
p (erg/s) 1.4 " 1043 2.4 " 1043

Lr (erg/s) 2.5 " 1043 2.5 " 1043

Notes. (a) Here !p,max %
!
mp/me

"
!e,max. (b) The energy densities refer

to the steady state of the system as measured in the comoving frame.
(c) The values refer to observed luminosities.
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Fig. 3. Zoom of the !-ray energy range of the MW core spectrum of
Cen A. The model spectra are overplotted with di!erent line types
marked on the plot.

the weak dependence of the resulting model fit on the slope of
the proton distribution.

In the present treatment we consider only the internally
produced photons (synchrotron and SSC) as targets for pho-
topair and photopion interactions with the relativistic protons,
although external photon fields, such as the radiation from the
accretion disk and/or the scattered emission from the broad
line region (BLR), could also be important (Atoyan & Dermer
2003). The number density of synchrotron photons scales as
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The best-fit parameters of the elliptical Gaussian are given in Table!1. 
The position angle of the semi-major axis is compatible with that of the 
radio and X-ray jets18,30.

This is further illustrated in Fig.! 1. The Gaussian width of the 
semi-major axis !maj, together with the obtained ellipticity "!=!1!"!!min/!maj 
(where !min is the semi-minor axis) denotes the 39% containment of 
measured #-rays from Centaurus A. The position of the best-fit model 
using J2000 coordinates is right ascension (RA) 13!h 25!min 30.3!s!±!
(1.4!s)stat!±!(1.8!s)sys, declination (dec.) "43°!00$!15%!±!(15%)stat!±!(20%)sys  
(systematic pointing errors taken from ref. 31). This corresponds to a 
slight, insignificant offset (<2!s.d.) of approximately 60% northeast 
from the position of the galaxy core32.

The physical extension of the semi-major axis of the best-fit elliptical 
Gaussian exceeds 2.2!kpc, implying that a major part of the VHE emis-
sion arises on large scales, far away from the black hole. The derived 
alignment with the jet direction and the known spectral characteristics 
are in line with models where the VHE emission originates from inverse 
Compton (IC) up-scattering of low-energy photons by very energetic 
electrons accelerated along the jet33–35. Figure!2 shows a reproduction 
of the spectral energy distribution (SED) from radio to #-ray energies 

for jet scales close to 2.2!kpc (see!Methods section ‘Theoretical mod-
elling’ for details). The IC emission on these scales is dominated by 
up-scattering of infrared photons emitted by dust, with the scattering 
occurring predominantly in the Thomson regime. Note that the consid-
ered large-scale model is not intended to reproduce the high-energy 
emission below a few GeV, as this part of the SED is usually attributed 
to emission from the core.

Regardless of specific details, the observed VHE extension pro-
vides the first direct evidence for the presence of ultrarelativistic 
electrons with Lorentz factors # of about 107"108 within an extraga-
lactic large-scale jet (see!Methods and Extended Data Fig.!3 for details). 
Assuming a synchrotron origin, the inferred X-ray spectral slope trans-
lates into a photon index of about 2.4, which is close to that derived 
from Chandra observations (2.29!±!0.05 and 2.44!±!0.07 for the inner 
and middle region, respectively)36. The results thus substantiate the 
synchrotron interpretation of the X-ray emission seen in the large-scale 
jet of Centaurus A, which was originally motivated largely by similarities 
between the radio and X-ray morphologies2,18. Given that the synchro-
tron lifetimes of these extremely energetic electrons can be as low as 
a few hundred years—that is, considerably less than the travel time 
down the jet which is of the order of thousands of years—the detec-
tion of extended X-ray emission on kiloparsec scales related to syn-
chrotron emission requires the operation of an efficient, extended or 
distributed (re)acceleration mechanism far away from the black hole, 

Table 1 | Best-!it parameters of the elliptical Gaussian model

Parameter Value Statistical error

!maj (°) 0.041 0.006

!min (°) <0.013 NA

Ellipticity, " 0.92 +0.08, !0.23

Position angle, # (°) 43.4 +7.7, !7.2

The width of the semi-major axis !maj has a position angle #, measured anticlockwise from 
north. NA, not applicable.
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Fig. 1 | Multiwavelength image of Centaurus A. The colour map represents 
the radio surface brightness (21!cm wavelength) VLA map of Centaurus A39, 
after convolution with the H.E.S.S. PSF and an additional oversampling with a 
radius of 0.05°. Contours of the unconvolved VLA map, with levels adjusted to 
highlight the core (corresponding to 4!Jy per beam) as well as the 
kiloparsec-scale jet (0.5!Jy per beam), are drawn in black. The VHE #-ray 
morphology of Centaurus A is represented by a white dashed contour which is 
derived from the 5! excess significance level of the H.E.S.S. sky map, also after 
oversampling with a radius of 0.05°. The result of the best fit of an elliptical 
Gaussian to the H.E.S.S. measurement is shown in blue by its 1! contour, which 
corresponds to a model containment fraction of 39%. The 1! statistical 
uncertainties of the fitted position are drawn as black arrows, and the 
estimated pointing uncertainties with a red circle. The dashed green line 
denotes the 68% containment contour of the H.E.S.S. PSF.
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Fig. 2 | Spectral energy distribution of Centaurus A. Shown are the observed 
and modelled spectral energy distribution (SED) from radio to #-ray energies 
for the inner, kiloparsec-scale jet of Centaurus A. The VHE emission is 
dominated by relativistic electrons with Lorentz factor #!&!107 inverse Compton 
(IC) up-scattering dust photons to high energies (solid blue curve, ‘IC total’). 
This emission from the kiloparsec-scale jet makes a major contribution to the 
unexpected spectral hardening above a few GeV as seen by Fermi-LAT (red 
points)16. The lower-energy part of the #-ray spectrum (red points) is attributed 
to emission from the core (grey dashed line referring to a core model fit16). The 
green curve (‘Sync.’) designates the synchrotron emission of the inferred 
broken power-law electron distribution in a magnetic field of characteristic 
strength B!=!23!µG. The blue ‘butterfly’ corresponds to the H.E.S.S. spectra, 
while green data points mark radio, infrared and X-ray measurements and 
reported uncertainties (error bars) from the inner region of the Centaurus A jet 
(see!Methods section ‘Theoretical modelling’). A breakdown is provided of the 
full IC contribution, from the scattering of: the cosmic microwave background 
(CMB), the starlight emission of the host galaxy, infrared emission from dust, 
and the low-energy synchrotron jet emission (synchrotron self Compton, SSC). 
Data are from refs. 16,36; see!Methods section ‘Theoretical modelling’ for further 
details.
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ü Distance 3.5 Mpc

ü Spiral galaxy

ü Hard spectral index

ü Origin of UHECRs?
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novae ~0.03 year!1, which is comparable to that
in our Galaxy (8). This suggests a very high local
cosmic-ray energy density. The mean density
of the interstellar gas in the central starburst
region is n " 600 protons cm!3 (11), which is
almost three orders of magnitude higher than
the average density of the gas in the Milky Way.
The thermal continuum emission of NGC 253

peaks in the far infrared (FIR) energy band at
~100 mm, with a luminosity that is ~5 times the
total radiation from our own Galaxy (12). This
FIR emission originates from interstellar dust,
which reprocesses starlight from the numerous
young massive stars. The emission is highly
concentrated toward the small central starburst
nucleus. Therefore, the density of the radiation
field in the starburst region is about a factor 105

larger than the average value in the inner 100 pc
around the Galactic Center. The activity of NGC
253 has been shown to be of a pure starburst na-
ture and not due to an active supermassive black
hole (13, 14). Observations of radio (15, 16) and
thermal x-ray emission (17, 18) show a hot dif-
fuse halo, consistent with the existence of a ga-
lactic wind extending out to ~9 kpc from the
galactic plane that transports matter and cosmic
rays from the nucleus to intergalactic space
and reaches asymptotically a bulk speed of
~900 km/s (19).

Given its proximity and its extraordinary prop-
erties, NGC 253 was predicted to emit gamma
rays at a detectable level (4). Recent calculations
give similar results (20, 21). Previously, only up-
per limits have been reported in the gamma-ray
range, in the MeV-GeV range by the Energetic
Gamma-Ray Experiment Telescope (EGRET) (22),
and in the TeV range by the High Energy Ste-
reoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) [based on 28 hours
of observation (23)] and by the Collaboration of
Australia and Nippon (Japan) for a Gamma-Ray
Observatory in the Outback (CANGAROO) III
(24). We report the result of continued observa-
tions of NGC 253 with the H.E.S.S. telescope
system with a much larger data sample. [See the
Supporting Online Material (SOM) for a de-
scription of the experiment and the detection
technique.]

We obtained observations in 2005, 2007,
and 2008. After rejecting those data that did
not have the required quality, we analyzed 119
hours of live-time data. Even with this extremely
long exposure, the measured VHE gamma-ray
flux of NGC 253 is at the limit of the H.E.S.S.
sensitivity. Thus, advanced image analysis tech-
niques were required to extract a significant
signal on top of the uniform background of local
cosmic rays impinging on Earth’s atmosphere—
only one out of 105 recorded air showers rep-
resents a gamma ray from NGC 253. We used
the Model Analysis technique (25) (SOM),
based on which we detected an excess of 247
events from the direction of NGC 253 above
220 GeV, corresponding to a statistical signifi-
cance of 5.2 standard deviations (Fig. 1). The
signal is steady and stable (a fit over the period
of 3 years to a constant has a chance prob-
ability of 47%). The source position is aJ2000 =
0h47m33s.6 T30s, dJ2000 = !25°18!8!!T27!! consist-
ent with the position of the optical center of NGC
253 (aJ2000 = 0h47m33s.1, dJ2000 = !25°17!18!!).
The distribution of excess events is consistent
with the point spread function of the H.E.S.S.
instrument, implying a source size of less than
4.2! (at a 1s confidence level) (see Fig. 2 for a
comparison of the angular distribution of the
gamma events with a point-like simulated sig-
nal). The integral flux of the source above the
threshold of 220 GeV is F(>220 GeV) = (5.5 T
1.0stat T 2.8 sys) ! 10!13 cm!2 s!1. This corre-
sponds to 0.3% of the VHE gamma-ray flux from
the Crab Nebula (26); given the well-known
uncertainties in the diffusion part of the par-
ticle transport properties, as well as the only ap-
proximate knowledge of the starburst parameters,
it is consistent with the original prediction (4)
(Fig. 3).

As an external galaxy detected in gamma rays
that, as a key property, does not contain a mas-
sive black hole of sizeable associated luminosity,
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Fig. 1. A smoothed map of VHE gamma-ray ex-
cess of the 1.5° by 1.5° region around NGC 253. A
Gaussian with root mean square of 4.2! was used
to smooth the map in order to reduce the effect
of fluctuations. The star shows the optical center
of NGC 253. The inlay represents an image of a
Monte Carlo simulated point source (i.e., the point-
spread function of the instrument). The white con-
tours represent the optical emission of the whole
NGC 253, demonstrating that the VHE emission
originates in the nucleus and not in the disk. The
contours correspond to constant surface brightness
of 25 magnitudes arc sec!2—traditionally used to
illustrate the extent of the optical galaxy—and
23.94 magnitudes arc sec!2 according to (34).
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Abramowski+(H.E.S.S.), Science, 347, 406 (2015)

ü Distance 50 kpc

ü Declination  -69o
(Large zenith angle)

ü 30 Dor C (Superbubble)
N 157B (PWN)
N 132D (SNR)

Mega 1yr
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of N 157B of 100!! (19) is of the order of the H.E.S.S.
angular resolution. Further significant g-ray emis-
sion is detected to the southwest of N 157B.
A likelihood fit of a model of two g-ray sources

to the on-source and background sky maps es-
tablishes the detection of a second source at an
angular distance of 9! (corresponding to 130 pc at
a distance of 50 kpc) from N 157B. The model
consisting of two sources is preferred by 8.8 SD
over the model of one single source. Figure 1C
shows an x-ray image with overlaid contours of
confidence of the source position. The position of
the second source [right ascension = 5h35m(55 T 5)s,
declination = !69°11!(10 T 20)!!, equinox J2000,
1 SD errors] coincides with the superbubble

30 Dor C, the first such source detected in VHE g
rays, and thus represents an additional source class
in this energy regime. A g-ray signal around the
energetic pulsar PSR J0540-6919 is not detected,
despite the presence of an x-ray luminous PWN
(20). A flux upper limit (99% confidence level) is
derived at Fg (>1 TeV) < 4.8 ! 10!14 ph cm!2 s!1.
Along with the clear detection of N 157B and

30 Dor C, evidence for VHE g-ray emission is
observed from the prominent SNR N 132D (Fig.
1D). The emission peaks at a significance of about
5 SD above a background that is estimated from a
ring around each sky bin. At the nominal position
of the SNR, 43 g rays with a statistical signifi-
cance of 4.7 SD are recorded.

The g-ray spectra of all three objects are well
described by a power law in energy, F(E) = d3N/
(dE dt dA) =F0 (E/1 TeV)

!G (where E is energy, t
is time, and A is detector area) (Fig. 2). The best-
fit spectral indices and integral g-ray luminosi-
ties are summarized in Table 1.
Even with a deep exposure of 210 hours, sig-

nificant emission from SN 1987A is not detected,
and we derive an upper limit on the integral g-ray
flux of Fg(>1TeV) < 5.6 ! 10!14 ph cm!2 s!1 at a
99% confidence level.

Discussion of individual sources

The three VHE emitters belong to different source
classes, and their energy output exceeds or at least

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 23 JANUARY 2015 • VOL 347 ISSUE 6220 407

Fig. 1. Sky maps of the LMC. (A) Optical image of the entire LMC (55). The
boxes denote the regions of interest discussed in this paper. Colors denote
levels of 3, 5, 10, and 20 SD statistical significance of the g-ray signal. (B) VHE
g-ray emission in the region around N 157B.The green lines represent contours
of 5, 10, and 15 SD statistical significance of the g-ray signal. (C) X-Ray Multi-
Mirror Mission (XMM-Newton) x-ray flux image of the region of 30 Dor C.The
superimposed cyan lines represent contours of 68, 95, and 99% confidence

level of the position of the g-ray source. Diamonds denote the positions of the
star clusters of the LH 90 association. See the supplementary materials for
details on the x-ray analysis. (D) VHE g-ray emission in the region around N
132D. The green lines represent contours of 3, 4, and 5 SD statistical sig-
nificance.The background of the g-ray emission [in (B) and (D)] was obtained
using the ring background method (56). The resulting excess sky map is
smoothed to the angular resolution of the instrument.
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Although at this stage we cannot rule out ei-
ther the leptonic or the hadronic scenario, the
H.E.S.S. observations reveal that the conditions
inside the superbubble must be extreme: The
hadronic scenario requires locations with high
densities and a high degree of magnetic turbu-
lence, whereas the leptonic scenario requires the
stellar cluster to be extremely rarified. Moreover,
the g-ray and x-ray observations suggest active
particle acceleration by a very large, fast-expanding
shell. This may provide the right conditions for
accelerating some protons to energies exceeding
3! 1015 eV,which is themaximumenergy detected
for Galactic CRs. These observations, therefore,
lend support to the view expressed in (29, 34, 35)
that superbubbles may provide the right condi-
tions for particle acceleration to very high energies,
because they are thought to contain very turbulent

magnetic fields and they are large enough to
contain VHE particles for up to millions of years.
In the Milky Way, the most closely related

object to 30Dor C is the stellar clusterWesterlund
1 (36), which, however, has a completely different
x-ray morphology. More important, it is not clear
whether the g rays originate from the cluster wind
itself, a PWN, or the numerous supernovae that
exploded inside Westerlund 1 in the recent past.
Because a large fraction of supernovae are thought
to go off in superbubbles, this first unambiguous
detection of VHE g rays from a superbubble may
have broad implications for the circumstances in
which a large fraction of CRs are accelerated.

N 157B

The source HESS J0537-691 is coincident with
the PWN N 157B, which surrounds the pulsar

PSR J0537-6910. PWNe are nebulae of ultra-
relativistic particles driven by highly magne-
tized, fast-rotating neutron stars that convert a
considerable amount of their spin-down energy
into a particle wind. The archetypal Crab nebula
is one of the brightest sources of nonthermal
radiation in the sky and is powered by the pulsar
with the highest spin-down energy known in the
Milky Way (37). With comparably extreme ro-
tational energy loss rates, N 157B (! = 4.9 !
1038 erg s!1) and the Crab nebula (! = 4.6 !
1038 erg s!1) appear to be twins. The study of
N 157B thus provides an opportunity to compare
two extreme PWNe and to disentangle object-
specific and generic properties.
Given a population of ultrarelativistic elec-

trons and positrons forming the PWN, the x-ray
luminosity is determined by the strength of the
magnetic field and the g-ray luminosity by the
intensity of radiation fields, which serve as tar-
gets for the inverse Compton upscattering. If the
radiation fields are known, themagnetic field can
be inferred from the combination of x-ray and
g-ray measurements. N 157B is likely associated
with the LH 99 star cluster (19, 38, 39) and
therefore is embedded in strong infrared radia-
tion fields (see S1.5). In this environment, the
magnetic field in the PWNmust be rather weak,
not larger than 45 mG, in order to explain the
multiwavelength data (Fig. 4). When consid-
ering the region from which the hard x-ray
emission is coming, the total energy in the mag-
netic field is WB,tot = 1.4 ! 1047 erg, an order of
magnitude smaller than the energy in >400 GeV
electrons. The derived maximum magnetic field
is alsomuch lower than that inferred for the Crab
nebula ["124 mG (40)] and suggests at least a
factor "7 lower magnetic pressure. Because
most of the electrons that radiate in the Chandra,
x-ray, and H.E.S.S., TeV domains have very short
lifetimes (#300 years), the energy in ultrarela-
tivistic particles in N 157B can be inferred in-
dependently of the spin-down evolution of the
pulsar. For the model shown in Fig. 4, a con-
stant fraction of 11% of the current spin-down
power of N 157B needs to be injected into
the nebula in the form of relativistic elec-
trons (compared with 50% for the Crab nebula
under the same model). This fraction con-
verted into x-ray and TeV emission is rather
insensitive to the spectral index of injected
electrons and the spin-evolution or braking
index of the pulsar and only relies on the
association of N 157B with LH 99 (see S1.5 for
more information).
In this high-radiation field scenario, the situa-

tion for the Crab nebula is very different from
N 157B. Not only is the best-fit electron spectrum
of N 157B harder (Ge = 2.0 versus 2.35), exhibiting
a lower cut-off energy (Ec= 100TeV versus 3.5 PeV),
but much of the spin-down energy of N 157B is
also hidden and is not carried by ultrarelativistic
particles ormagnetic fields. The remainder of the
available rotational energy is likely to be fed into
electrons with energies #400 GeV that radiate at
lower photon energies, adiabatic expansion, and/or
particles escaping into the interstellar medium

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 23 JANUARY 2015 • VOL 347 ISSUE 6220 409

Fig. 3. Spectral energy distribution of 30 Dor C and N 132D. (A) For N 132D, radio data are from (44)
and x-ray limits are from (42) and from reanalyzed Chandra data. (B) The 30 Dor C x-ray data are from
(23). Both leptonic (dashed lines) and hadronic (solid lines)models are shown. For furtherdetails on Fermi-
LATdata and spectral modeling, see S1.2 and S1.3.
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via diffusive escape [e.g., (41)]. It therefore appears
that N 157B is such a bright g-ray emitter because
of the enhanced radiation fields, despite the fact
that it is apparently a much less efficient particle
accelerator than the Crab nebula.

N 132D

In addition to the two unambiguously detected
sources, we find strong evidence for a third source
at the position of the core-collapse SNR N 132D.
N 132D is a SNR with strong thermal x-ray emis-
sion, which has been used to estimate a preshock
density of nH ! 2.6 cm"3 (42), a high explosion
energy of #6 ! 1051 erg (42), and an age of #6000
years, based on a Sedov model. Such x-ray bright
SNRs are predicted to be g-ray emitters (43).
N 132D is also luminous in the radio (44) and
infrared bands (45). N 132D is often compared to
the brightest radio source Cas A, which, like N
132D, is an oxygen-rich SNR. N 132D has a higher
infrared luminosity (45), but its radio luminosity
is 50% that of Cas A. This is still remarkable, given
that N 132D has a kinematic age of #2500 years
(46), whereas Cas A is #330 years old and de-
clines in radio luminosity by about 0.8% per year.
The radio properties have been used to infer a
magnetic-field strength of #40 mG (44). The dis-
crepancy between the age estimate based on
the x-ray emission and the kinematic age may
indicate that the supernova exploded within a
bubble created by the progenitor star’s wind before
encountering the high-density material it now
interacts with.
The g-ray flux measured by H.E.S.S. translates

to a 1 " 10 TeV g-ray luminosity of (0.9 T 0.2) !
1035(d/50 kpc)2 erg s"1. Assuming that the g-ray
emission is caused by neutral-pion production,
this luminosity implies an energy of 1052(nH/
1 cm"3)"1(d/50 kpc)"2 erg in relativistic protons.

A hadronic origin of the g-ray emission, there-
fore, implies either a large CR-energy fraction of
17% of the explosion energy, for an estimated
post-shock density ofnH! 10 cm"3 (42), or that the
gas density is higher than the x-ray–based es-
timates. The latter is plausible, given that N 132D
appears to interact with dense, shocked inter-
stellar clouds, seen in the optical and the infrared
bands (45). It is interesting to compare N 132D to
the most luminous Galactic SNR detected at TeV
energies, HESS J1640"465: Both SNRs are be-
lieved to interact with a wind-blown cavity wall,
to possibly have similar ages and sizes (46, 47),
and to have transferred a large fraction of their
explosion energies into CRs.
The bright radio synchrotron luminosity of N

132D and the tentative claim of x-ray synchro-
tron emission from this source (48) also raises
the possibility that the g-ray emission is caused
by inverse Compton scattering of low-energy pho-
tons. In and around N 132D, the radiation energy
density is dominated by the bright infrared flux
from dust inside the SNR and can be roughly
estimated to be at least urad ! 1.0 eV cm"3. This
leptonic scenario requires that the averagemagnetic-
field strength needs to be #20 mG, somewhat
lower but still consistent with the equipartition
value (see S1.3). However, this leptonic scenario
critically depends on whether the 4 to 6 keV x-ray
continuum emission indeed contains a substan-
tial synchrotron component.
Whatever the emission mechanism for the

g-ray emission fromN 132D, it is an exciting new
g-ray–emitting SNR, because its age lies in the
gap between young (<2000 years) TeV-emitting
SNRs, and old ($10000 years) TeV-quiet SNRs.
The latter can be bright pion-decay sources, but
their spectra appear to be cut off above #10 GeV.
N 132D provides, therefore, an indication of how

long SNRs contain CRs with energies in excess of
1013 eV.

SN 1987A

SN 1987A, the only naked-eye SN event since the
Kepler SN (AD 1604), has been extensively ob-
served at all wavelengths from the radio to the
soft g-ray band, providing invaluable insights
into the evolution of a core-collapse SNR in its
early stage (49).
It has been suggested that even in the early

stages of the SNR development, the shock wave,
which is heating the dense circumstellar me-
dium (CSM) structured by stellar winds of the
progenitor star, should have led to efficient ac-
celeration of VHE nuclear CRs, accompanied by
strong magnetic-field amplification through
CR-induced instabilities (14, 50). In collisions of
the CRs with CSM particles, g rays are produced.
Estimates for the g-ray flux (14, 15) strongly de-
pend on the magnetic-field topology and on the
properties of the nonuniform CSM (51), making
flux estimates uncertain by at least a factor
of 2 (14).
Based on a nonlinear kinetic theory of CR

acceleration, successfully applied to several
young Galactic SNRs, the volume-integrated
g-ray flux at TeV energies, Fg(>1 TeV), from SN
1987A was predicted to be rising in time and
to have reached a level of !2.5 ! 10"13 ph cm"2 s"1

in the year 2010 (14). An analysis with differ-
ent assumptions on CSM properties and a more
phenomenological approach to CR accelera-
tion resulted in a predicted flux of #8 ! 10"14 ph
cm"2 s"1 in the year 2013 (15). The H.E.S.S. upper
limit Fg (>1 TeV) < 5 ! 10"14 ph cm"2 s"1 at a 99%
confidence level, obtained from observations
made between 2003 and 2012, being below the
aforementioned predictions and a factor of 3
below similar estimates for the year 2005, there-
fore places constraints on the models despite
their uncertainties.
The H.E.S.S. upper limit on the g-ray flux trans-

lates into an upper limit for the g-ray luminosity
of Lg (>1 TeV) < 2.2 ! 1034 erg s"1, which can be
used to derive an approximate upper limit on
the energy of the accelerated particles, Wpp, for
a given average target density. Multiwavelength
studies of SN 1987A suggest that the shock at the
current epoch has reached and is interactingwith
the so-called equatorial ring, for which gas den-
sities ranging from 103 cm"3 to 3 ! 104 cm"3 have
been found (52). Thus, one finds a conservative up-
per limit,Wpp% 1.4! 1048 f "1 erg, where 0 < f< 1 is
the fraction of accelerated particles that are
interacting with the dense regions. This upper
limit on the energy of accelerated CR particles
corresponds to 0.15 f !1% of the explosion energy
of 1051 erg.
Assuming a spherically symmetric distribution

of accelerated particles, one can estimate f # 0.2
with the geometry of the equatorial ring found in
(53). This translates to Wpp % 9!1048 erg, im-
plying that less than 1%of the explosion energy is
carried by accelerated CR nuclei. This fraction is
rather small comparedwith typical values of #10%
for young SNRs (of ages #1000 to 2000 years) but
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Fig. 4. Intrinsic SED of N 157B (black) and the Crab nebula (gray). The model shown assumes the
same injection parameters as derived for the Crab nebula [Emin = 400 GeV, Ec = 3.5 PeV, Ge = 2.35 (57)].
Themagnetic field required to explain the Chandra data of N 157B in the highest possible radiation fields is
45 mG. A significantly better fit to the Chandra data is obtainedwith Ge= 2.0 but requires amuch lower cut-
off of Ec ! 100 TeV.
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of N 157B of 100!! (19) is of the order of the H.E.S.S.
angular resolution. Further significant g-ray emis-
sion is detected to the southwest of N 157B.
A likelihood fit of a model of two g-ray sources

to the on-source and background sky maps es-
tablishes the detection of a second source at an
angular distance of 9! (corresponding to 130 pc at
a distance of 50 kpc) from N 157B. The model
consisting of two sources is preferred by 8.8 SD
over the model of one single source. Figure 1C
shows an x-ray image with overlaid contours of
confidence of the source position. The position of
the second source [right ascension = 5h35m(55 T 5)s,
declination = !69°11!(10 T 20)!!, equinox J2000,
1 SD errors] coincides with the superbubble

30 Dor C, the first such source detected in VHE g
rays, and thus represents an additional source class
in this energy regime. A g-ray signal around the
energetic pulsar PSR J0540-6919 is not detected,
despite the presence of an x-ray luminous PWN
(20). A flux upper limit (99% confidence level) is
derived at Fg (>1 TeV) < 4.8 ! 10!14 ph cm!2 s!1.
Along with the clear detection of N 157B and

30 Dor C, evidence for VHE g-ray emission is
observed from the prominent SNR N 132D (Fig.
1D). The emission peaks at a significance of about
5 SD above a background that is estimated from a
ring around each sky bin. At the nominal position
of the SNR, 43 g rays with a statistical signifi-
cance of 4.7 SD are recorded.

The g-ray spectra of all three objects are well
described by a power law in energy, F(E) = d3N/
(dE dt dA) =F0 (E/1 TeV)

!G (where E is energy, t
is time, and A is detector area) (Fig. 2). The best-
fit spectral indices and integral g-ray luminosi-
ties are summarized in Table 1.
Even with a deep exposure of 210 hours, sig-

nificant emission from SN 1987A is not detected,
and we derive an upper limit on the integral g-ray
flux of Fg(>1TeV) < 5.6 ! 10!14 ph cm!2 s!1 at a
99% confidence level.

Discussion of individual sources

The three VHE emitters belong to different source
classes, and their energy output exceeds or at least

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 23 JANUARY 2015 • VOL 347 ISSUE 6220 407

Fig. 1. Sky maps of the LMC. (A) Optical image of the entire LMC (55). The
boxes denote the regions of interest discussed in this paper. Colors denote
levels of 3, 5, 10, and 20 SD statistical significance of the g-ray signal. (B) VHE
g-ray emission in the region around N 157B.The green lines represent contours
of 5, 10, and 15 SD statistical significance of the g-ray signal. (C) X-Ray Multi-
Mirror Mission (XMM-Newton) x-ray flux image of the region of 30 Dor C.The
superimposed cyan lines represent contours of 68, 95, and 99% confidence

level of the position of the g-ray source. Diamonds denote the positions of the
star clusters of the LH 90 association. See the supplementary materials for
details on the x-ray analysis. (D) VHE g-ray emission in the region around N
132D. The green lines represent contours of 3, 4, and 5 SD statistical sig-
nificance.The background of the g-ray emission [in (B) and (D)] was obtained
using the ring background method (56). The resulting excess sky map is
smoothed to the angular resolution of the instrument.
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Figure 3. Large-scale sidereal anisotropy at 300 TeV by the Tibet AS Array. The 2D maps are smoothed with a 30° Gaussian kernel. The top and middle panels
display the signi!cance and relative intensity maps, respectively, while the bottom one shows the 1D projection of the 2D map onto the R.A. axis. The blue curve
shows the !rst harmonic !tting to the data, and the black dashed line is the predicted Galactic CG effect with an amplitude of !0.19%.

Figure 4. 2D anisotropy maps in !ve energy samples (15, 50, 100, 300, and 1000 TeV, from top to bottom). Left panels show the relative intensity maps (with 30°
smoothing), while right panels show the 1D projections. The meaning of the blue curves in the right panels is the same as in Figure 3.

4

The Astrophysical Journal, 836:153 (7pp), 2017 February 20 Amenomori et al.

Amenomori+, ApJ, 836, 153 (2017)
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~0.1%の異方性à起源は？
広エネルギー領域で南北両天の観測が重要！
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Figure 2: Map showing the fluxes of particles in equatorial coordinates. Sky map in equatorial
coordinates, using a Hammer projection, showing the cosmic-ray flux above 8 EeV smoothed
with a 45� top-hat function. The Galactic center is marked with an asterisk and the Galactic plane
is shown by a dashed line.

Table 2: Three dimensional dipole reconstruction. Directions of dipole components are shown
in equatorial coordinates.

Energy

[EeV]

Dipole

component dz

Dipole

component d?
Dipole

amplitude d
Dipole

declination dd [
�
]

Dipole right

ascension ad [
�
]

4 to 8 �0.024 ± 0.009 0.006+0.007
�0.003 0.025+0.010

�0.007 �75+17
�8 80 ± 60

8 �0.026 ± 0.015 0.060+0.011
�0.010 0.065+0.013

�0.009 �24+12
�13 100 ± 10

studies that found that the effects of higher-order multipoles are not significant in this energy
range [25, 29, 30], the dipole components and its direction in equatorial coordinates (ad, dd) can
be estimated from

d? ' ra

hcos di , dz '
bj

cos `obshsin qi , ad = ja, tan dd =
dz
d?

, (3)

[25], where hcos di is the mean cosine of the declinations of the events, hsin qi is the mean sine of
the zenith angles of the events, and `obs ' �35.2� is the average latitude of the Observatory. For
our data set, we find hcos di = 0.78 and hsin qi = 0.65.

The parameters describing the direction of the three-dimensional dipole are summarized in
Table 2. For 4 EeV < E < 8 EeV, the dipole amplitude is d = 2.5+1.0

�0.7%, pointing close to the celes-
tial south pole, at (ad, dd) = (80�,�75�), although the amplitude is not statistically significant.
For energies above 8 EeV, the total dipole amplitude is d = 6.5+1.3

�0.9%, pointing toward (ad, dd) =
(100�,�24�). In Galactic coordinates, the direction of this dipole is (`, b) = (233�,�13�). This
dipolar pattern is clearly seen in the flux map in Fig. 2. To establish whether the departures from
a perfect dipole are just statistical fluctuations or indicate the presence of additional structures at
smaller angular scales would require at least twice as many events.
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Auger Collabo., Science, 357, 1266 (2017)

宇宙線異方性の観測(南天)

Augerダイポール分布
à 銀河磁場の曲がりを考慮すると

2MRS銀河カタログの
flux-weighted dipoleの方向と一致

Tibet + IceCube combined 
à Local interstellar medium (LISM)
での粒子分布が起源？
太陽圏磁場の影響
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Figure 2: Map showing the fluxes of particles in equatorial coordinates. Sky map in equatorial
coordinates, using a Hammer projection, showing the cosmic-ray flux above 8 EeV smoothed
with a 45� top-hat function. The Galactic center is marked with an asterisk and the Galactic plane
is shown by a dashed line.

Table 2: Three dimensional dipole reconstruction. Directions of dipole components are shown
in equatorial coordinates.

Energy

[EeV]

Dipole

component dz

Dipole

component d?
Dipole

amplitude d
Dipole

declination dd [
�
]

Dipole right

ascension ad [
�
]

4 to 8 �0.024 ± 0.009 0.006+0.007
�0.003 0.025+0.010

�0.007 �75+17
�8 80 ± 60

8 �0.026 ± 0.015 0.060+0.011
�0.010 0.065+0.013

�0.009 �24+12
�13 100 ± 10

studies that found that the effects of higher-order multipoles are not significant in this energy
range [25, 29, 30], the dipole components and its direction in equatorial coordinates (ad, dd) can
be estimated from

d? ' ra

hcos di , dz '
bj

cos `obshsin qi , ad = ja, tan dd =
dz
d?

, (3)

[25], where hcos di is the mean cosine of the declinations of the events, hsin qi is the mean sine of
the zenith angles of the events, and `obs ' �35.2� is the average latitude of the Observatory. For
our data set, we find hcos di = 0.78 and hsin qi = 0.65.

The parameters describing the direction of the three-dimensional dipole are summarized in
Table 2. For 4 EeV < E < 8 EeV, the dipole amplitude is d = 2.5+1.0

�0.7%, pointing close to the celes-
tial south pole, at (ad, dd) = (80�,�75�), although the amplitude is not statistically significant.
For energies above 8 EeV, the total dipole amplitude is d = 6.5+1.3

�0.9%, pointing toward (ad, dd) =
(100�,�24�). In Galactic coordinates, the direction of this dipole is (`, b) = (233�,�13�). This
dipolar pattern is clearly seen in the flux map in Fig. 2. To establish whether the departures from
a perfect dipole are just statistical fluctuations or indicate the presence of additional structures at
smaller angular scales would require at least twice as many events.
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宇宙線異方性のエネルギー依存
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This figure from 
Mollerach & Roulet
arXiv:1710.11155

銀河系外物質分布
+銀河磁場?

局所星間物質分布
+太陽圏磁場?

銀河系内の
ソース分布？

銀河中心方向?

南北両天の・広エネルギー領域で観測が重要

Mega-ALPACA(南天)

Mega-ALPACA
1 year 5s Auger dipole
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 Mollerach & Roulet (MR) 
 
� The transition corresponds to the 

second knee  at E a 1017 eV  
� The extragalactic component is light 
      (here we assumed protons) 
 

all-nucleon 

all-particle  all-particle  

all-nucleon 

Extragalactic component Extragalactic component 

Gaisser ʹ Stanev ʹ Tilav (GST) 
 
� Three source populations 
� The 3rd population is extragalactic 
� The transition corresponds to the 

ankle at E a 5 1018 eV  

 

Galactic or extragalactic? 
Slide from Vernetto ICRC2021
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� At EJ a 3 PeV the two models separate and gamma rays from extragalactic CRs 
become dominant  in MR model. The same happens for muons at EPa0.5 PeV 

 
�  The higher MR flux with respect to GST above the transition energy is due to 

the lighter composition 

 

Diffuse gamma-ray and Q-induced muon flux 
 
 

Angle integrated flux 

Gamma rays Neutrino-induced muons 

Angle integrated flux 

Mega-ALPACA 10 years 10 events

Slide from Vernetto ICRC2021



Mega-ALPACA 科学目標
• 銀河系内のPeV宇宙線起源(ペバトロン)のカタログ

(銀河中心領域、星形成領域、超新星残骸 …）
• 銀河面からのPeV領域拡散ガンマ線の詳細観測

à高エネルギー銀河宇宙線の起源・伝搬・加速機構の解明へ

• 近傍スターバースト銀河の宇宙線加速の証拠発見
• 銀河系外宇宙線起源の背景ガンマ線観測
• 銀河ハロー超重ダークマターの探索
• 太陽圏とその近傍における宇宙線の流れの解明
• 宇宙線を利用した太陽近傍磁場の構造解析
• 宇宙線を用いた宇宙天気予測の実用化
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